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ABSTRACT
Academic and policy proposals on algorithmic accountability often
seek to understand algorithmic systems in their socio-technical
context, recognising that they are produced by ‘many hands’. In-
creasingly, however, algorithmic systems are also produced, de-
ployed, and used within a supply chain comprising multiple actors
tied together by flows of data between them. In such cases, it is the
working together of an algorithmic supply chain of different actors
who contribute to the production, deployment, use, and functional-
ity that drives systems and produces particular outcomes. We argue
that algorithmic accountability discussions must consider supply
chains and the difficult implications they raise for the governance
and accountability of algorithmic systems. In doing so, we explore
algorithmic supply chains, locating them in their broader technical
and political economic context and identifying some key features
that should be understood in future work on algorithmic gover-
nance and accountability (particularly regarding general purpose
AI services). To highlight ways forward and areas warranting atten-
tion, we further discuss some implications raised by supply chains:
challenges for allocating accountability stemming from distributed
responsibility for systems between actors, limited visibility due to
the accountability horizon, service models of use and liability, and
cross-border supply chains and regulatory arbitrage.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ‘many hands’ problem holds that accountability is difficult
where many people have together contributed to activity or out-
come, as it may be impossible to allocate responsibility to any one
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of them [11, 77, 104]. Writing in 1996, Nissenbaum argued that
computer systems raise a particular form of this problem – they are
usually produced by groups or organisations rather than individuals,
and may include components developed by others [77]. Addressing
the ‘many hands’ problem is increasingly a concern in the algo-
rithmic accountability literature (implicitly or explicitly), with pro-
posals in recent years for accountability for algorithmic systems to
operate at an organisational level [23, 39, 60, 62, 67, 75, 89, 98, 110].

Yet today’s computer systems—including AI technologies—are
increasingly modular, dependent on cloud-based technologies, and
interconnected. The ‘agile turn’ of recent decades transformed soft-
ware development, distribution, and infrastructure, directly influ-
encing how businesses are organised and computing resources are
distributed [45]. Agile development means software (including ‘AI’
models) is now produced in short development cycles with continu-
ous testing and iterative revision after deployment [45]. Computing
resources are now generallymodularised and distributed as a service,
with a client-server model in which the server performs the compu-
tation [45, 74]. The challenges of scaling services and increasingly
portable client devices drove advances in data centres with flexible
resources and software becoming increasingly cloud-based [45, 74].
Consequently, software development now often involves, to vari-
ous degrees, integrating pre-built modular components provided
as services and controlled by others into a complete product: not
simply a system, but a system-of-systems [99].

As a result, digital technologies across society and the economy
are increasingly organised around data-driven supply chains in-
volving several interconnected actors and their systems. In these
supply chains, data flows between actors, linking systems designed,
developed, owned, and controlled by different people and organisa-
tions [79]: a sensor system (controlled by one actor) might connect
to an analytics system (controlled by another) which itself outputs
into a decision-making system (controlled by a third). This is often
so even for seemingly simple applications; for example, a home
thermostat can be driven by data from a national weather service,
which is itself fed data from thermometers owned and operated
by different actors. In such supply chains, the working together of
services and systems controlled by different actors produces par-
ticular outcomes—hardware capabilities, software functionalities,
the workings of commercial and industrial processes, ‘AI’ decisions
and outputs, and more. Supply chains are data-driven in that the
flow of data between actors links them together, allowing a system
controlled by one actor to interact with those controlled by others
and together produce some functionality [22, 99]. In the context
of AI and algorithmic systems, algorithmic supply chains are
those where several actors contribute towards the production, de-
ployment, use, and functionality of AI technologies. In these supply
chains, AI ‘as a service’ providers often play key roles [24].
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By reconfiguring software production and distribution, the agile
turn also had significant political economic and other ramifica-
tions [22, 45]. In bringing services together to produce functional-
ity through supply chains, developers now delegate control over
much of the underlying technologies to others, complicating the
governance of those technologies and the products they are part of.
It is no longer necessarily true that computer systems are produced
by a group of developers or an organisation, or by a vendor simply
integrating various standalone components into one product (itself
raising the ‘many hands’ problem [77]). Instead, they often now
involve a group of organisations arranged together in a data-driven
supply chain, each retaining control over component systems they
provide as services to others. Moreover, certain key actors in sup-
ply chains—in particular, major cloud providers who often control
underlying technologies—provide many services to millions of cus-
tomers, holding important positions across supply chains in many
sectors [22, 24]. The agile turn has thus reorganised many areas of
social and economic life – now reconstituted around data-driven
supply chains with a few systemically important actors providing
the core infrastructure that underpins contemporary society.

Algorithmic supply chains bring significant implications for gov-
ernance and accountability frameworks andmechanisms relevant to
algorithmic systems. Allocating accountability across supply chain
actors for producing, deploying, and using algorithmic systems is
relevant to general academic, policy, and regulatory discussions
around algorithmic accountability, and to more specific legislative
efforts around regulation of AI. Here we argue that governance of
and accountability for algorithmic systems as deployed and used
in the real world must operate across the supply chains which will
increasingly underpin, drive, and produce their outputs and effects.

Much of the policy and academic literature, however, is grounded
in an organisation-focused understanding of digital technologies.
Even recent work which seeks to address the ‘many hands’ prob-
lem through a relatively broad view of accounting for algorithmic
systems is typically focused on making specific stages of system
lifecycle more transparent [7, 29, 39, 75, 85] or framed around the
perspective of a single organisation [23, 89, 109, 110]. This atten-
tion now paid to organisations’ accountability for their algorithmic
systems was long overdue, but the focus on organisational account-
ability has largely obscured the dynamics of algorithmic supply
chains. We therefore still lack ways to conceive of these chains, to
bring them within legal, regulatory, and governance mechanisms,
and to appropriately distribute responsibility and accountability.

This paper contributes to understanding these challenges. First
(§2), we discuss recent trends in algorithmic accountability and iden-
tify limitations regarding supply chains. Next (§3), we describe and
contextualise AI services and algorithmic supply chains and identify
key features of how they are structured and operate. Then (§4) we
discuss important implications of these features for accountability:
the distributed nature of responsibility in supply chains (§4.1); the
limited understanding individual actors may have of the broader
chain due to the ‘accountability horizon’ (§4.2); and providers’ ef-
forts to structure supply chains to maximise control and commercial
advantage while minimising legal risk and accountability (§4.3).

In all, we argue, algorithmic accountability work must urgently
address the technological, legal, and political economic dynamics
of algorithmic supply chains. We do not offer concrete technical or

organisational proposals to improve accountability in these supply
chains, but instead hope to produce a shift in focus for algorithmic
accountability as a field and indicate new research directions

2 ACCOUNTABILITY IN ALGORITHMIC
SYSTEMS

Significant academic and policy work has sought various forms of
accountability for algorithmic systems [110]. Accountability is of-
ten seen either as a mechanism (particularly in Europe and non-US
Anglophone countries) or a virtue (particularly in the US) [13]. As
a mechanism, it is an institutional arrangement whereby an actor
provides accounts to a forum, who deliberates on those accounts
and may impose consequences [12]. A developer might provide
information to a regulator about their system, for example, with
the regulator then issuing a penalty or requiring design changes.
Some algorithmic accountability literature explicitly views account-
ability as a mechanism for holding actors to account for their sys-
tems [1, 23, 61, 109]. By contrast, accountability as a virtue is a nor-
mative concept, a set of standards for evaluating behaviour—often
tied to being transparent, responsible, and responsive—with ‘being
accountable’ seen as a positive quality of particular actors [13].
Some (predominantly technical) work has thus sought to improve
the accountability of certain technologies by imbuing them with
such positive qualities. Yet applying accountability to algorithmic
systems in this way—rather than to the organisations responsible
for them—often equates accountability with technical functionality
(for example, building ‘Accountable AI’) rather with human virtues
which are not reducible to technically tractable concepts [61].

We treat accountability as a mechanism, whereby actors are held
accountable for technologies they are responsible for. However,
accountability for digital technologies is often challenging. The
‘many hands’ problem—that often no one person is responsible for
outcomes which multiple people helped produce—has long been
recognised: computer systems are rarely produced by an individ-
ual who can be held accountable, but by teams and organisations
with many people contributing [77]. Moreover, modular software
development—where software developed by one organisation uses
a library developed by another, for example—further complicates
things [77]. Much software is too complex, relying on too many
components, for any one person to account for all of its workings.

In the context of algorithmic accountability, specifically, a key
conceptual shift has been in understanding these systems not as
‘algorithms’ but as algorithmic systems: “intricate, dynamic arrange-
ments of people and code” [96]. This recognises that ‘algorithms’ are
produced and work within human contexts and in practice cannot
be understood separately from them. Simultaneously, explanations
of (ML) model workings are increasingly recognised as insufficient
to account for algorithmic systems [23, 34, 109]. Much research
has therefore gradually moved away from seeking transparency
or explanations of models (though this remains an important area
of work) to understanding algorithmic systems more broadly as
socio-technical phenomena. Much of this reflects—implicitly or
explicitly—an understanding that algorithmic systems are often the
result of ‘many hands’: produced by and deployed and used within
teams and organisations. To account for an algorithmic system,
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one needs to account for the collective efforts of the organisational
processes involved in producing, deploying, and using it.

The term ‘algorithmic system’ is now widely used in algorith-
mic accountability, with academic and policy literature commonly
suggesting ways to improve accountability for their organisational
aspects. Some proposals seek lower-level mechanisms to document
the choices and decisions made by people in developing, deploying,
or using a system, such as for datasheets [39] or data cards [86]
to describe datasets, or model cards [29, 75] and factsheets [7] to
describe model specification and capabilities. Such proposals of-
ten recognise accountability as a positive quality (i.e. a virtue) and
seek improved transparency of algorithmic production and deploy-
ment processes. Higher-level proposals seek to integrate lower-level
mechanisms and provide ways of understanding holistically the
process of producing, deploying, and using algorithmic systems,
such as for auditability [110], reviewability [23], contestability [56],
traceability [62], and others [109]. These have mainly reflected
accountability as a mechanism, and sought ways to support institu-
tional mechanisms and accountability relationships between actors
and forums. Though coming from different perspectives, these var-
ious lower- and higher-level mechanisms all essentially recognise
that algorithmic accountability—either as a virtue or a mechanism—
must reflect the ‘many hands’ nature of AI technologies.

More recently, a ‘second wave’ of algorithmic accountability
research has sought to address more structural concerns around the
development, deployment, and effects of algorithmic systems [81].
This work moves from creating better methods to scrutinise sys-
tems in situ to considering whether such systems should be built at
all, how, why, and who gets to govern them. This echoes longer-
standing critical work in fields such as surveillance studies, which
has considered the structural impacts of technologies of sorting
and profiling on societies, and in which arguments exist against
using these technologies altogether [38, 47, 66]. While literature
in these fields considers issues such as the cumulative effects of
systems on individuals and communities [38], they typically con-
sider systems themselves through an organisation-centric lens –
equating particular functionality (credit scoring, criminal profil-
ing, airport screening, targeting advertising), with either the actor
authorising the action (bank, police department, interior ministry,
online platform), or a particular technology provider or contractor.

Yet following the agile turn, an organisation-centric view is a less
meaningful frame for analysis. Consequential algorithmic systems
are commonly produced, deployed, used, and have effects through
and within supply chains. It is therefore no longer the case that soft-
ware is generally developed by particular teams or organisations
(who may have integrated components developed by others into
their finished product). Instead, as we argue, functionality results
from the working together of multiple actors across various stages of
production, deployment, and use of AI technologies (connected by
data flows across organisational, legal, technical, visibility bound-
aries). This does not mean that a particular single organisation will
never be appropriate to hold to account, but that identifying the
actors and processes that led to the functionality of any particular
algorithmic system becomes significantly less straightforward.

We next (§3) explore key features of algorithmic supply chains,
followed by their challenges and implications for the mechanism
of algorithmic accountability (§4).

3 AI SERVICES AND SUPPLY CHAINS
Significant barriers to entry limit the number of organisations that
can produce bespoke state-of-the-art AI technologies in-house,
either for their own use or to bring to market [24]. Developing,
maintaining, and renewing advanced AI technologies typically re-
quires large and relevant quantities of data, potentially from multi-
ple sources and labelled or moderated, relating to many use-cases,
contexts, and subjects. Cutting-edge model development requires
scarce expertise in model training, testing and deployment, all with
significant storage, compute, and networking needs.

Companies with these capabilities now offer commercial ac-
cess to cloud-based AI technologies ‘as a service’ (AIaaS) [24, 64].
Major companies including Amazon [3], Microsoft [72], Google
(Alphabet) [42], and IBM [50] offer networked access to various
state-of-the-art AI capabilities, including both model-building ser-
vices and pre-built (and ‘general purpose’) models in areas such
as language, speech, vision, and analytics (see [64]), or generative
models for producing text, images, audio, or video. Some companies
offer specific services to customers, such as facial recognition [20],
hiring [48, 87], or medical diagnostics [51, 65]. And some operate as
platforms for all the above, looking to connect developers, clients
and infrastructure providers, among others, in a multi-sided market
– Amazon and Microsoft, for example, offer access to models from
other providers alongside their own [73, 100], whereas other plat-
forms are primarily an intermediary (such as HuggingFace [37]).
AI services can be integrated into apps and Web services, analytics
systems, business and industrial processes, workflows, and with IoT
devices with real-world physical effects (collectively: ‘applications’).
Low marginal cost and effort means this will likely become the
primary way that organisations integrate AI capabilities [24].

AI services take various forms [64]. Here we focus on services
offering access to pre-built ‘general purpose’ models and to cus-
tomised models tailored using tools offered by providers. In these,
providers take major roles in the technology’s production and dis-
tribution, developing and hosting systems on their (owned or man-
aged) infrastructure. Services are typically accessed through ap-
plication programming interfaces (‘APIs’) controlled by providers,
which allow the underlying system’s capabilities to be integrated
into applications by customers (Fig. 1). This client-servermodel thus
allows providers’ algorithmic systems to run on their infrastructure,
under their control, even while they are deployed by customers in
applications across many contexts and use-cases. There are typ-
ically few (if any) checks on customers’ identities or intentions,
services use standard-form contracts (at least for smaller clients),
and customers are billed on the API calls made [24].

An application’s supply chain may involve several AI and non-AI
services, potentially from multiple providers. Indeed, an AI service
may be only one part of a broader, more complex chain for a given
application, which may integrate multiple AI and other services. Ac-
tors in these chains are broadly ‘upstream’ or ‘downstream’ from the
perspective of others – though this distinction can blur where actors
take multiple positions in a chain. AI services themselves have sup-
ply chains, such as for dataset production activities like data gath-
ering and labelling [69] (see §4.3.2), typically involving data from
customers’ application deployments [24] and from providers’ own
user-facing platforms and services. Customers therefore appear in
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third party third party customer provider third party
1) data

2) data
3) data (provider API input)

4) data (provider API output)

5) data

Figure 1: Sequence diagram of a simplified data-driven supply chain with an AI service. The customer sends input data to
provider’s API, who performs some computation, before returning the results to the customer. Some of the broader supply-chain
is illustrated, where the customer has previously received data from other third parties, and later, sends some data to another.

supply chains for deployment and production of some AI services,
while end-users of customers’ applications and providers’ services
are themselves drawn into production. Firms using AI services may
themselves provide services to their own customers [74], such as
proctoring software sold to universities repackaging Amazon’s fa-
cial recognition service [4], or copywriting software repackaging
OpenAI’s text generation model (GPT-3 [103]).

We identify several key features of algorithmic supply chains:
• production, deployment, and use are split between several
interdependent actors;

• supply chain actors and data flows perpetually change;
• major providers’ operations are increasingly integrated
across markets and between production and distribution;
and

• supply chains are increasingly consolidating around system-
ically important providers.

We draw out their implications for accountability in §4.

3.1 Supply chains split production, deployment,
and use between interdependent actors

In algorithmic supply chains, different aspects of production, de-
ployment, and use of AI technologies are split between multiple
actors tied together by data flows. As a result, the activities of
the various actors in supply chains each depend on the actions
of by others. This may involve various interacting AI and non-AI
technologies, such as cloud services, servers, data centres, data
sources, and content delivery networks, controlled by different ac-
tors. The working together of the various actors who control these
technologies—each doing something that enables, supports, or facil-
itates the actions of others—produces a particular outcome (see Fig.
2). Each actor in a supply chain may not be aware of the others, nor
have consciously decided to work together towards that outcome –
indeed, they may have limited understanding of actors even one or
two steps removed (see §4.2). However, each depends on something
done by others, and their role in a supply chain is contingent on
the activities of actors both up– and downstream of them.

Actors in algorithmic supply chains are thus interdependent, each
doing something to fulfil the needs of others (such as processing a
particular data input and returning an output, or providing infras-
tructure to support application deployment). The interdependence
of the various actors responsible for developing, deploying, and
operating algorithmic systems in supply chains means they are
not individual, independent actors as such. Instead, these actors,
their relations, and their role in the workings and effects of AI
technologies can only be understood in the context of that supply

chain. Studying an actor and their systems in isolation from supply
chain contexts is akin to studying an algorithmic model in isolation
from its broader organisational context (the limitations of which are
increasingly recognised (see §2)). The dynamics of interdependence
in algorithmic supply chains—how they are structured, the relative
importance of actors, and how problems spread—are therefore key
considerations for algorithmic accountability, as we now explore.

3.1.1 Supply chain interdependencies are structured by technologi-
cal, legal, and political economic factors. Interdependence between
actors gives algorithmic supply chains their structure and func-
tionality. Certain actors—typically (AI and non-AI) cloud service
providers—have leveraged AI technologies they own, production
processes they control, and cheaply-accessed networking technolo-
gies to pursue particular interdependencies with others and strate-
gically position themselves in markets and supply chains of many
kinds. Technologies afford certain capabilities to those who use or
control them [30, 41, 78]. They can therefore also afford the ability
to do things that fulfil the needs of others. Because, as we discuss in
§3.1, people doing things for each other produces interdependence
between them [35], different technologies can afford different kinds
of interdependencies. Networking and data processing technolo-
gies, for example, allow the stages of production and deployment of
AI technologies to be distributed geographically. They can therefore
be done by different people, each of whom does something for the
others, producing interdependence between them.

However, technologies and their affordances cannot determine
interdependencies or the structure of supply chains. Affordances
are not objective properties of technologies, but depend on context
and perspective [30, 32, 41, 78, 108]. How providers can strategically
position themselves is thus shaped both by their technologies’ af-
fordances and by social, legal, and political economic factors which
also influence how actors relate to each other, what they do for each
other, and the interdependencies that arise. Accordingly, to posi-
tion themselves in supply chains and markets, providers have also
leveraged political economic factors such as economies of scale and
favourable legal frameworks such as intellectual property, interme-
diary liability, and data protection [24, 25, 27]. Political economic
and legal factors—not just technological—are thus important in
producing and structuring algorithmic supply chains.

3.1.2 Some actors are core players in supply chains. Supply chain
actors are generally not equal in their interdependence with each
other, and some may do things that others particularly depend
on. Their services, for example, may be relied upon by multiple
others, as is often the provider’s aim in offering general purpose
services. Providers may depend on each customer only a little,
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A B

Figure 2: A representative AI supply chain. The application developer (blue) initiates a series of data flows by sending input data
to an AI service provider (grey). One AI service provider (red) appears at multiple key points in the supply chain – providing
infrastructure (A) for an AI service offered by (grey); providing an AI service (B) to another cloud service provider (orange); and
providing technical infrastructure (C) for application deployment.

while customers may depend on the provider for business-critical
application functionality. Supply chain interdependencies are thus
often asymmetric, with certain actors—typically including at least
those responsible for production of AI technologies—performing
core functions for others, while others are more peripheral. Various
contextual signs might indicate that an actor is core in a particular
chain. For example, they may be the application developer who calls
the supply chain into existence. They may perform some function
(such as providing an AI service) which is crucial to application
functionality. They may provide a key step between actors (such
as offering access to another provider’s technology through their
API) upon which subsequent steps of the chain depend. Or they
may appear at multiple different points in the chain providing
cloud-based technical architecture on which functions performed
by other actors rely. Some actors may also be more interchangeable
and replaceable than others – the barrier to entry for applying a
specific off-the-shelf API is typically substantially lower than to
generate the underlying technology to begin with.

These asymmetries of interdependence produce asymmetries
in power [35]: where one actor depends more on things done by
another than that other depends on them, the balance of power
between them favours the second actor [35]. An application de-
veloper, for example, who uses a major provider’s AI service, will
depend more on that provider than the provider—who has many
customers—will depend on that one developer. Power balances in
algorithmic supply chains thus arise relationally yet asymmetrically
and change over time as the relations and interdependencies be-
tween actors evolve [35]. These power balances are not determined
by actors’ relations to the technologies involved, but through their
relation to and interdependence with each other. As we note (§3.1.1),
this is subject to many potential influences, of which factors like
control of production processes and APIs are just some. But, by
leveraging their technologies alongside legal, social, and political
economic factors, providers can hold significantly asymmetrical
positions as core actors in many supply chains, with power balances
between them and others heavily in their favour.

3.1.3 Interdependence helps problems propagate. Supply chain in-
terdependencies mean problems with one actor’s technologies can
propagate through other actors’ systems. Where an AI service is
biased in some way (such as facial recognition performing poorly
on particular demographics [15]), that bias will be inherited by
applications relying on that service [64]. Such a cascade’s effects
may be complex and unpredictable given the dynamic and largely

undocumented set of actors and interdependencies found in many
chains. Statistical guarantees may not hold when systems are com-
posed together, and it is not straightforward to evaluate a whole
system when each individual component may have been evaluated
under different threat models (or other critiera) [58, 64]. Unless
identified by the provider, actors ‘downstream’ from them may be
unaware of a problem until they notice some unexpected behaviour.
Even then, because they have delegated key aspects of production
(and possibly deployment) of the technologies their application
relies on to other actors (such as AI service providers), customers
may struggle to understand where in a supply chain the problem
has arisen, why, and what they can do to mitigate it.

3.2 Supply chains are transient and dynamic
with unstable interdependencies

Agile development combined with services-based distribution mod-
els has produced algorithmic supply chains which operate as dy-
namic processes of data flow between a changing number and ar-
rangement of actors. Just as critical engagement with algorithmic
systems must recognise that they change over time [96], so do
algorithmic supply chains. Indeed, because data flow ties actors
together, a chain may differ each time it is instantiated. At various
points there may be multiple possible directions for data to flow
between actors depending on the outcomes of analyses performed
on it. A face detected in a video stream using one service, for exam-
ple, might trigger a flow to a separate facial recognition service to
identify the person (with its own supply chain and associated data
flows) and back again. This might trigger a flow to a third system
to record and alert of the presence of a particular individual. Supply
chains can thus be dynamically instantiated, and their structure
may vary depending on the input data and the outputs of com-
ponent systems. A supply chain’s structure—the actors involved,
what they do for each other, the interdependencies and power bal-
ances between them—may therefore only be fully apparent once
the functionality or outcome has been been produced.

However, technical, legal, or economic relations between actors
do often persist across multiple instances of a particular supply
chain. An application developed to use a particular provider’s ser-
vice will typically use that service repeatedly, even if the path of
data flow between actors differs between instances. As such, while
supply chains may change overall, bilateral relations between par-
ticular actors may remain relatively consistent. However, the nature
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of their relationship—the services provided and used, for example—
may still change over time. An application developer may introduce
new features, for instance, which use additional services offered
by the particular provider. They may deprecate features such that
particular services are no longer needed. They might employ ad-
ditional support services for rapid growth in application resource
requirements (for example, where an application ‘goes viral’). The
provider may change their terms of service (altering the legal rela-
tionship between them) or withdraw particular services (resulting
in changes in the developer’s application). These are just some of
the ways that relationships between actors may change.

3.3 Some actors are integrated across markets
and between production and distribution

Some providers of AI and other cloud services commonly found in
algorithmic supply chains have reached high levels of integration;
both horizontally (acrossmarkets and sectors), and vertically (across
production and distribution processes). This has implications for
their positioning and role in algorithmic supply chains.

3.3.1 Horizontal integration. Horizontally integrated companies
operate across markets and sectors. The most prominent cloud
providers (Amazon, Microsoft, Google, Alibaba, IBM) offer various
services across many related and adjacent markets and may appear
repeatedly in a supply chain. Some such services are AI-related;
others are infrastructure for applications (storage, database, content
delivery, credential management, and so on); still others are user-
facing, from business and consumer web-based services (such as
maps or photo backup) to software packages for customers and their
users (such as Microsoft 365). This allows a single provider to re-
purpose their AI and other technologies across a range of services,
both infrastructural and user-facing. It is common for providers to
purchase potential competitors and new market entrants, either to
obtain intellectual property, to expand their services across markets,
or to stifle emerging competition in existing markets. Providers can
also simplify how existing customers bring AI services within their
applications by providing tools to facilitate integrating them with
their other services. Providersmay financially incentivise customers
to use several of their services instead of those of competitors.

3.3.2 Vertical integration. Vertically integrated companies control
multiple stages of production and distribution. Several major AI
providers—primarily Amazon, Microsoft, and Google—own key
infrastructure for producing their systems and distributing them as
services across markets: data centres and servers; content delivery
networks; APIs and customer-facing interfaces; and network infras-
tructure. Vertical integration offers bespoke technical infrastructure
specific to these providers’ needs which they can use for many ser-
vices across markets to exploit economies of scale. High resolution
media (requiring significant resources), for example, thus encour-
ages vertical integration, as does state-of-the-art AI production
(requiring more data, bigger and more complex models, intensive
compute, and sophisticated training and testing processes). Ver-
tically integrated providers can link deployment of systems by
customers to their production processes, testing and further refin-
ing those AI technologies using customers’ input data, applications,
and real-world use cases [24]. This allows providers to reduce the

resources needed to improve models, while offsetting some research
and development costs by bringing it into a process paid for by
customers [24]. They can thus lower the net cost of developing
more accurate and more generalisable systems [24].

However, vertical integration has limits. AI providers might not
operate in-house data cleaning and labelling processes, for instance
(key parts of training, testing, and updating models). The business
benefits to providers of bringing these processes ‘in house’ are
potentially outweighed by the commercial advantages of extending
supply chains across borders to exploit differences in laws (§4.3.2).
Aspects of AI production are often instead outsourced to low-paid
and insecure workers in the Global South [46, 84] (through data
cleaning and labelling services offered by companies like Sama
AI [95], or through Mechanical Turk [2]). Moreover, some major
providers now offer access through their services to generative
(foundation) models produced and controlled by others, marking a
shift towards less integration in some emerging product sectors.

3.3.3 Providers all the way down. Though some prominent AI
providers are both horizontally and vertically integrated, most are
not. Instead, they tend to specialise in a few closely-related services,
such as algorithmic recruitment, processing legal documents, cer-
tain medical processes [64], and even ‘algorithmic governance’ and
‘ethical AI’ (see [33]), without operating across traditional cloud
service markets. These specialist providers typically ‘rent’ techno-
logical infrastructure from a larger provider rather than operating
their own (OpenAI, for example, exclusively uses Microsoft’s Azure
cloud services [73]). This reflects the fact that developing advanced
AI technologies and operating them at scale will in many cases
require technical resources beyond the means of all but the biggest
providers. As a result, whether through their own AI services or
through those of others who depend on their cloud infrastructure,
major providers like AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud will
be crucial players in future AI development and distribution.

Some AI-specific providers’ services can be accessed only
through a larger provider’s interface and brought by customers
into applications through that specific provider’s cloud, rather than
through a competitor (OpenAI’s commercial services can be ac-
cessed only through Azure [73]). The larger provider’s cloud of-
fering thus operates as a platform through which they facilitate
and can gatekeep market access to the smaller provider’s service.
In some cases, one cloud provider’s interface may be used to ac-
cess a specialist AI provider’s model [100], where that specialist
provider itself uses a different cloud provider for their supporting
infrastructure for development [6]. That is to say, several larger
cloud providers may be involved at different stages of production
and deployment of specialist AI providers’ services (and indeed,
those of others).

3.4 Supply chains are increasingly consolidating
around systemically important providers

The dynamics of interdependence and integration mean that algo-
rithmic supply chains are increasingly consolidating around (pri-
marily) Amazon, Microsoft, and Google [22, 24, 93]. Several fac-
tors tend towards consolidation, including competitive advantages
offered by integration. These companies span markets, offering
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developers ‘all-in-one’ packages with easy access to state-of-the-
art technologies, which readily scale and enable ‘global’ reach. In
AI production, they leverage bespoke and advanced computing
resources and expertise, significant quantities of data represent-
ing real-world deployments and use-cases, and economies of scale
across AI and non-AI customer bases. They can therefore offer
services at lower cost, broader scale, greater technical sophistica-
tion, and with potentially easier access than many competitors.
Moreover, their substantial financial resources help consolidate
their position through purchases of and investments in potential
competitors (such as Google’s purchase of DeepMind [40], or Mi-
crosoft’s investment in OpenAI [73]).

As a result, major providers are systemically important for the po-
litical economy, governance, and accountability of AI. Even where
an application does not use a major provider’s AI services (using the
developer’s own AI technology, for example, or obtaining it from
a smaller provider), major providers’ non-AI services may form
significant parts of supply chains for either that application or the
AI service it uses (or both). These providers are therefore core actors
in many supply chains, strategically positioning themselves across
markets in a process of enclosure of AI-technological infrastructure
and, by extension, of businesses, institutions, organisations, and
sectors relying on supply chains involving their services. They are
thus positioned in commercially beneficial interdependencies both
with other actors in particular supply chains, but also more broadly
– a few dominant providers underpin important social and eco-
nomic processes while themselves depending to various degrees on
many actors in social, legal, technological, and political economic
processes which help produce and maintain their position.

4 (IMPLICATIONS FOR) ACCOUNTABILITY IN
ALGORITHMIC SUPPLY CHAINS

Algorithmic supply chains bring difficult implications for gover-
nance and accountability. Much algorithmic accountability research
often reflects an organisation-focused understanding of accountabil-
ity (§2). Yet the production, deployment, and use of AI technologies
in supply chains is split between multiple actors who together
produce its workings and effects and whose part in producing func-
tionality cannot be understood separately from the chain (§3.1).
Organisation-focused framings cannot properly capture this distri-
bution of responsibilities between actors across the stages of the
AI lifecycle, which also challenges assignments of accountability in
relevant legal frameworks (§4.1). Moreover, problems with systems
can propagate widely downstream through supply chains (§3.1.3),
yet particular actors are often unaware of the broader chain, and the
limits of visibility across supply chains make interventions like risk
assessments difficult (§4.2). It is therefore crucial for governance
and accountability mechanisms to understand the actors in supply
chains, what they do for each other, which of them take core roles,
and the interconnections and interdependencies between them. At
the same time, however, the dynamic, transient nature of supply
chains (§3.2)—which can potentially be instantiated each time and
unfold differently as data is processed—is also challenging.

Moreover, algorithmic supply chains are structured through in-
teractions between technological, legal, social, and political eco-
nomic factors (§3.1.1). It is therefore not enough to attend only to

ways of making the technology more transparent or understand-
able (though this can help understand specific points in particular
systems’ lifecycle). Instead, algorithmic accountability work must
consider broader factors: how providers leverage technology and
law to structure interdependencies, integrate their operations (§3.3),
consolidate their position (§3.4), increase their control and power
while minimising legal accountability (§4.3.1), and extend their sup-
ply chains across borders to minimise cost and legal risk and max-
imise commercial benefit (§4.3.2). The dynamics of supply chains,
the legal and political economic factors influencing their structure,
and the relations and interdependencies between actors that result
are all significant considerations from a view of accountability as
a mechanism—one, in particular, for investigating, understanding,
assessing, challenging, and contesting power. They are also impor-
tant in considering who should be accountable, to whom, for what,
and through which mechanisms and institutional arrangements

4.1 Responsibility for algorithmic systems is
distributed between several actors

Governance and accountability mechanisms around algorithmic
systems should address the distributed responsibility in algorithmic
supply chains. Different actors control aspects of commissioning,
designing, developing, deploying, using, or monitoring a particular
AI technology. Responsibility for the workings and outcomes of
supply chains is thus distributed among several actors who may not
be straightforward to identify nor consistent across instances. Even
when some actors are influential, there is therefore typically no one
actor in overall control of a supply chain. Existing accountability
literature, however, typically assumes that (while models or input
data might change) the actors and components remain relatively
stable. Yet directing governance and accountability mechanisms at,
or allocating accountability to, the wrong actors in supply chains
risks undermining the stated goals of these mechanisms. Account-
ability involves a relationship where an actor provides accounts
of their activities to a forum, who imposes consequences to cor-
rect the actor if needed [12]. For accountability mechanisms to
succeed, it is therefore crucial that the right actors are assigned to
the appropriate relationships. In this context, those who are fac-
tually responsible for various aspects of production, distribution,
and use of algorithmic systems must be identified correctly so that
accountability can be allocated accordingly.

4.1.1 Legal accountability and distributed responsibility. Some ju-
risdictions have sought to address distributed responsibility in data-
driven supply chains more generally. The Court of Justice of the
European Union (CJEU) has attempted to contend with this in data
protection law, for example. A key question in data protection law
is who is a data controller – factually in control of, and therefore
primarily responsible in law for, personal data processing [36]. The
CJEU has repeatedly held that multiple parties can be controllers for
some or all aspects of a chain of processing [16–18, 24, 68]. Where
several actors have common interests in the processing, they may
be joint controllers [36]; where their interests in the processing di-
verge, they may be separate controllers. In doing so, the Court made
several observations: actors can be controllers if they have influence
despite not having actual access to the personal data [16–18], con-
trollers are not typically responsible for parts of the chain before or
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after those they actually influence [18]; and using another actor’s
platform does not exempt a controller from their obligations [16].

Recognising the plurality of actors in chains of processing is wel-
come, but even data protection law’s more nuanced assignment of
roles and responsibilities may not readily map to algorithmic supply
chains [24, 45, 68]. Under current understandings, AI service cus-
tomers are likely data controllers (the dominant party, ultimately
responsible for compliance and accountability), while providers
may be data processors (the subordinate party, acting only under
the instruction of a controller, with limited obligations) [24, 68, 74].
Yet this assignment of legal roles and responsibilities does not de-
scribe the real interdependencies and power relations between AI
service providers (who are in control of their technologies, often
core actors in supply chains, potentially systemically important
more generally, typically presenting customers with ‘take-it-or-
leave-it’ contracts, and to a large extent determining AI-driven
functionality in customers’ applications through their production
processes) and their customers (potentially small companies with-
out AI expertise, typically with no access to the provider’s systems,
control over them, or knowledge of how they work) [24]. Even
where providers are likely controllers for aspects of the service—
such as where they use customer data for service improvement—
they typically attempt to minimise responsibility by claiming in
their service agreements to be processors [24]. Yet the CJEU has
consistently held that the factual situation outweighs contractual
or other arrangements, and regulators have contradicted claimed
assignments of legal roles in other kinds of data-driven supply
chains [106]. Challenging providers’ claims, however, would in-
volve litigation or regulatory investigation. Moreover, given the
need for joint controllers to agree the division of controllers’ duties
and responsibilities between themselves [36], it is not clear how
joint controllership can work where actors don’t necessarily know
of each other or have any direct relationship.

The EU’s proposed AI Act suffers from related tensions. It recog-
nises that the ‘user’ of an AI system (in this context, generally
the customer of an AI service) may differ from its ‘provider’, and
envisages circumstances where a user of an AI service does so for
a purpose not intended by the provider, and thus in law becomes
responsible for the underlying system [28]. However, this does
not reflect supply chain interdependencies and dynamics, where
production, deployment, and use are distributed between actors.
Instead, in this circumstance, the Act would potentially make actors
several steps downstream from production responsible for ensur-
ing that the AI technology complies with production-related legal
requirements around training and testing, accountability, and risk
management. While the user would inevitably be unable to com-
ply (due to the actual distribution of practical responsibilities in
algorithmic supply chains), the actor who developed and controls
that technology and is thus factually responsible for production
would face no obligations. This may incentivise actors who can
never provide assurance of compliance to pretend they can – eas-
ily done due to the Act’s self-regulatory framework and limited
planned regulatory capacity [107]. Regulatory systems which hold
supply chain actors downstream of production to account for design
and development may do little to regulate those who are factually
responsible for production and who benefit financially from poten-
tially unlawful API queries, effectively shielding them from liability.

4.1.2 Allocating accountability. Governance and accountability
mechanisms should therefore be grounded more clearly in and
emphasise an understanding of the distribution of responsibility in
algorithmic supply chains. Not every actor in a supply chain will be
responsible for the outcome of the algorithmic system – some will
provide only supporting services which do not meaningfully affect
outcomes. Neither will actors who are in some way responsible
be equally responsible – some play a bigger role than others in
determining outcomes. Nor will they be responsible for the whole
supply chain – different actors control different aspects of it. Ac-
countability should thus be allocated to actors across supply chains
based on a proper understanding of their technological and polit-
ical economic dynamics. This requires processes and criteria for
identifying the distribution of responsibility across supply chains
and allocating accountability to those actors, for which activities,
accounting to whom, and with what possible consequences.

It is therefore important to understand the distribution of re-
sponsibility in algorithmic supply chains in terms of who is doing
what for whom, who is performing what key functions for oth-
ers, who is core to certain supply chains, and who is systemically
important. Particular attention is due to systemically important
actors – primarily Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and perhaps a few
others. Though technological and political economic dynamics tend
towards consolidation around these companies, and though non-AI
services often provide supporting infrastructure, it is still impor-
tant to have ways to determine which aspects of supply chains
are key to their outcomes and effects, as opposed to those which
could be interchanged without affecting those things. The latter,
while potentially significant, are perhaps less of an urgent subject
of governance and accountability mechanisms than the former.

4.2 The accountability horizon limits visibility
across supply chains

A significant challenge for governance and accountability mecha-
nisms in algorithmic supply chains is the accountability horizon
– the point beyond which an actor cannot ‘see’, which depends
on the actor and the chain. Supply chain actors will generally be
able to know whom they interact with directly (a first ‘step’ in the
chain), and perhaps whom those first step actors interact with in
turn (a second ‘step’), but may not be able to know about the data
flows and interconnections beyond [22, 99]. Moreover, distributed
responsibility between actors (§4.1) means each has incomplete
information even if they do know who is up- and downstream
of them. AI service providers, in control of production, may lack
knowledge of downstream contexts and use-cases of application
deployments [64]. Those responsible for deployment and use typ-
ically lack access to models and often to information about their
specification, training, testing, validation, and so on (and thus may
have limited understanding of their capabilities and limitations).

The accountability horizon is thus a problem for producers of
algorithmic systems in the earliest stages of developing their tech-
nologies (problem framing, §4.2.1) and for legal and other gover-
nance frameworks based around risk management (§4.2.2).

4.2.1 The accountability horizon makes problem framing difficult.
Many algorithmic issues stem from choices around problem defi-
nition and framing that inform system design. Complex concepts
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may be formalised poorly, tasks may be incompletely captured,
and different contexts may be insufficiently considered [97]. The
‘many hands’ problem made critical questions of identifying who
framed the problem and when it was framed difficult to answer
[82]. Supply chain dynamics giving rise to the accountability hori-
zon complicate this further. Those responsible for production have
limited capacity to understand the contexts of deployment and use
by others, while the actors closest to the problem—those deploying
or using the system—are generally unable to influence its design.
Moreover, due to the split between production and deployment,
application developers necessarily engage in their own problem
framing – determining whether they need an AI service to address
a particular problem and, if so, which is most suitable. Yet they may
lack capacity to determine which service (if any) is most appropri-
ate to their needs (particularly if organisations swap organisational
and IT know-how for license managers [10]). This is further com-
plicated by the fact that not all services are fungible, or adaptable
to a range of different framings. Services may only accept certain
kinds of input data, produce certain kinds of output data, or be
amenable to certain kinds of alteration and customisation. They
may be developed with particular underlying assumptions which
can (or should) preclude their deployment or use in other con-
texts [64]. Supply chain integration may further reduce flexibility
in problem framing, as technical hurdles to limit interoperability
and cost implications make components less readily swappable
(particularly where services are strategically bundled by providers).

More cynically, actors may encourage problem framing which
increases demand for their own products and services. For example,
organisations selling technologies for input data, such as cameras
and other environmental sensors, may also sell workplace moni-
toring tools which take advantage of the data produced by these
sensors. Application developers with low problem framing capacity
might adopt these tools without properly identifying whether they
need workplace monitoring at all. The dependency of application
developers on supply chains may therefore risk the autonomy of
those organisations [10]. Indeed, using AI services leaves healthcare,
education and other established sectors vulnerable to unbundling
and rebundling of their fundamental operations, leaving each stage
amenable to value extraction through servitisation [10].

4.2.2 The accountability horizon makes risk management difficult.
Many academic, policy, and legislative initiatives propose impact as-
sessments, risk assessments, and risk management mechanisms to
mitigate harms of AI technologies (for example, [1, 8, 23, 28, 31, 34,
39, 43, 49, 52, 53, 56, 57, 59, 60, 63, 70, 75, 88, 89, 92, 94, 110]). Data
controllers’ management of risks to data subjects’ fundamental
rights is also core to the EU’s data protection regime [25, 36]. Typi-
cally, certain actors—who may differ between legal frameworks—
have some obligation to identify and mitigate risks to individuals
or their rights arising from technologies they develop or control.

However, the accountability horizon makes effective risk man-
agement difficult if not impossible. These mechanisms require
knowledge of both the AI technology’s specification and devel-
opment (i.e. production) and the purpose and context of its applica-
tion (deployment) [24, 64]. Yet without advance knowledge of their
customers’ many, varied, and changing application contexts and
uses, providers cannot properly account for the range of potential

risks that might arise [24, 53]. Similarly, without knowledge of or
influence over production, customers cannot reliably assess how
systems are developed, nor ensure that systems are appropriate to
the risks arising in their context [64]. Even where they have some
knowledge, models are regularly updated, and customers may lack
visibility or capacity to reassess. In many cases, therefore, no actor
will have sufficient knowledge of or control over both production
and deployment to be able to reliably assess or mitigate the impacts
and risks. Risk management approaches to governance and account-
ability of AI technologies are therefore arguably not appropriate in
this context (despite their importance in emerging laws applying
to algorithmic systems, such as the EU’s AI Act [28]).

4.2.3 Expanding the accountability horizon. The accountability
horizon thus poses major problems for accountability. Interven-
tions are needed to expand the horizon and better place actors
to know more about their own supply chains, and support others
in knowing more about theirs. Yet organisation-focused tools to
provide information on points in the AI lifecycle (such as [39, 75])
are of limited help where information about interconnections be-
tween actors is needed. Tracking data flow between actors could
help understand interconnections beyond the first few steps [99],
as could legal and institutional mechanisms requiring information
about arrangements. ‘Know your customer’ requirements around
on-boarding for AI services (common in financial services) could
help providers understand customers’ purposes and intentions [24],
as can technical measures for monitoring how their services are
(mis)used [53, 54] (though these only give some visibility over one
or two steps in the chain). Recent CJEU data protection jurispru-
dence on transparency rights confirms that data subjects have the
right to know the identities of recipients of their personal data [19],
which may help understand data flows. However, where the data
controller does not know those identities—perhaps likely due to the
accountability horizon—data subjects can instead be told about the
categories of recipients [19] (significantly less useful information).

A particular difficulty, however, is that accountability is contex-
tual [5, 12, 23, 80, 109, 110]. The information needed to account
for an algorithmic system depends on the actors responsible for
its development, deployment, and use, on the forum owed the ac-
count, and on the broader context [23]. As such, the mechanisms
needed to record, process, and provide information about algorith-
mic systems—such as [7, 21, 29, 39, 62, 75]—are also contextual. Yet
the accountability horizon makes understanding context difficult
for those who account for their part in supply chains. They may
not know whom they need to account to, so may not know what
information to retain, about what aspects of their processes, and in
what form. They may also not know which actors upstream from
them they can obtain accounts from. In general, the difficulties
raised by the accountability horizon are not easily overcome.

4.3 Providers structure supply chains to
minimise accountability

Supply chain dynamics allow providers to maximise commercial
benefit while minimising legal accountability by (i) extending con-
trol over downstream deployment of AI technologies (§4.3.1) and
(ii) extending their own supply chains across borders to engage
in regulatory arbitrage (§4.3.2). Providers thus use a techno-legal
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strategy to position themselves advantageously in markets and
shape supply chains to maximise revenue and reduce risk [26, 27].

4.3.1 Servitised distribution models give providers control beyond
deployment. Nissenbaum observed that, in the mid-1990s, software
vendors often demanded property protection for their products
while denying, as far as possible, accountability for them [77]. Soft-
ware licensing agreements precluded ownership by users and em-
phasised the producer’s rights, while disclaiming their legal ac-
countability for the software or anything it might do – even where
harms resulted directly from defects in it [77]. Developers thus
attempted to maintain control over their software to the extent
possible given the distribution model at the time (typically physical
media), while generating artificial scarcity for an information prod-
uct to maximise revenue with minimal risk and responsibility. This
produced, as Nissenbaum puts it, a ‘vacuum’ of accountability [77].

Software’s distribution has moved away from (licensed) physical
media to the service-based, API-centric models described [45]. Com-
bined with asymmetrical interdependence in algorithmic supply
chains (§3.1.2), service models offer providers new ways to extend
control past the point of deployment. Because providers depend less
on individual customers than customers depend on them, providers
can impose contractual service agreements and use APIs as tools
to advantageously structure their relations with customers and
others. Where vendors once sought expansive intellectual property
protections, today providers seek to use service agreements to max-
imise control over deployment of their technologies by reserving
rights to dictate terms of use and change, withdraw, or cancel prod-
ucts and services at will. Providers disclaim legal accountability
for things that happen through use of their services [55, 71, 105],
and attempt to position themselves as data processors (§4.1) even
when using customer data for their own purposes and thus are
likely the controller for that processing [24]. Providers can also
use APIs as ‘projections’ [14] of the asymmetric balances of power
with customers, to destabilise attempts to hold providers to account:
using APIs as tools to shutter businesses, undermine research, and
evade scrutiny [9], while contractually giving themselves those
rights and using changes in information policy to control [91].

4.3.2 Cross-border supply chains permit regulatory arbitrage. As
we describe, data processing and networking technologies afford a
geographical distribution of AI production and deployment (§3.1.1).
The same technologies allow various production-related activities
to themselves be distributed geographically, incentivised by juris-
dictional differences in cost and regulation. This allows regulatory
arbitrage, where companies in one jurisdiction exploit legal and
political economic conditions in other jurisdictions to maximise
commercial benefit while minimising legal accountability. This
often involves contracting third-parties (such as Sama AI [95] or
Supahands [102]) to undertake some aspects of production. For
example, differences in privacy and data protection laws and labour
protections can lower the legal risk of dataset production activities
like data cleaning, and labelling [44, 69, 83]. Environmental factors
like cheap water and energy and lax planning and waste laws can
influence the location of compute and storage [76].

While some laws—such as the EU’s data protection law [36] and
AI Act [28] and California’s Consumer Privacy Act [101]—have
sought extra-territorial effect to address regulatory arbitrage, the

cross-border nature of supply chains and difficulties of enforcement
remains a significant accountability challenge.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The ‘many hands’ problem has motivated efforts to provide infor-
mation about the production, deployment, and use of algorithmic
systems by teams and organisations (§2). The emergence of AI ‘as a
service’ (or ‘general purpose AI’) and developments associated with
cloud computing and the services model of software distribution
(§3) challenge organisation-focused understandings of algorithmic
accountability (§4) in ways that have not been widely addressed.

AI technologies now often involve algorithmic supply chains,
with their production, deployment, and use split between multi-
ple actors who together produce the technology’s outcomes and
functionality (§3.1). Major providers—now highly integrated both
horizontally and vertically (§3.3)—are systemically important play-
ers (§3.1.2), and supply chains are increasingly consolidating around
them (§3.4). Issues with particular systems can propagate through
supply chains (§3.1.3), while they often change between instances,
making it difficult to understand how they operate or who is in-
volved (§3.2). Together, these dynamics of interdependence, perpet-
ual change, integration, and consolidation produce supply chains
in which responsibility for algorithmic systems is distributed be-
tween interdependent actors (§4.1) and visibility across the actors
involved is low (§4.2). This challenges existing legal accountability
frameworks while limiting the effectiveness of mechanisms like risk
assessments. Moreover, splitting production and deployment makes
it difficult to appropriately develop or choose AI services (§4.2.1). At
the same time, the services distribution model allows providers to
use terms of service and APIs to minimise legal accountability and
maximise control over technologies beyond deployment (§4.3.1),
while simultaneously extending their own production processes
across borders to exploit differences in regulatory regimes (§4.3.2).

In all, the characteristics of algorithmic supply chains we have
identified and the implications they raise challenge existing ap-
proaches to algorithmic accountability. Future algorithmic account-
ability research must therefore contend with supply chain dynam-
ics: how they are structured, how they develop over time, how
AI’s functionality and effects are produced through them, and—
importantly—how distributed responsibility challenges governance
mechanisms and the accountability horizon limits visibility. This
requires a broad view of supply chains, seeking to understand who
is involved, what they are doing, and how to allocate accountability
between them. Importantly, supply chains are structured by legal
and political economic factors, which must be properly understood,
as well as technological ones. If governance and accountability
mechanisms are to hold those responsible for developing, deploy-
ing, and using AI technologies to account for their workings and
effects, the dynamics of supply chains must be urgently addressed.
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